
          

Minuteman Press 
Tom Conner purchased a troubled 

Minuteman Press in Wall, NJ in 2018. 

 

“I could see it was doing well below 

its potential with little marketing 

being done and old equipment. One 

of the first pieces I purchased was a 

conventional cutter, then wide format 

and sublimation equipment. Having 

increased the business to nearly 150% 

in the first few months, even with the 

new cutter, I had a bottleneck in the 

cutting department.” Recounts Tom 

Conner, Owner of Minuteman Press 

in Wall.  

“When I saw the Graphic Whizard PT 

335SCC at the Minuteman Show I 

knew it was what I needed to open up 

production. October was our busiest 

month ever and we wouldn’t have 

gotten through it without the SCC.”

“We named it Steve because it’s like 

having another employee. We just 

drop the work on Steve, push a 

button and walk away. Cutting, 

creasing and perforating, Steve gets it 

done.” 
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Tom Conner, Owner of Minuteman Press in Wall, New 

Jersey with his newest “employee”, Steve.
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The PT 335SCC MULTI is a complete

automatic, full-bleed finishing system for

the digital marketplace Equipped with auto 

sheet measure and an on board job creator 

set up is fast and simple. 

      Interchangeable creasing/ perfing dies 

and strike perf capability allows the PT 

335A to do partial perfs in both directions 

for one pass for “L”, “T” and Box per

crease and slit table tents in one pass. 

PT 335SCC makes short work of business 

reply perf-outs, coupon perfs, greeting 

cards, invitations, table tent cards and 

more.  

     It is the ideal finishing solution to 

maximize efficiency while minimiz

operator intervention. 
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